We study for a composite quantum system with a quantum Turing architecture the temporal non-lo cality of quantum mechanics by using the temporal Bell inequality, which will be derived for a discre tized network dynamics by identifying the subsystem indices with (discrete) parameter time. However, the direct "observation" of the quantum system will lead to no violation of the temporal Bell inequality and to consistent histories of any subsystem. Its violation can be demonstrated, though, for a delayedchoice measurement.
It has been realized from the beginning era of the quantum mechanics that the time can be described in quantum mechanics not by a self-adjoint operator but as a classical parameter in the state change defined by a unitary operator U(t). If the state change could be de fined without consideration of abstract wavefunctions and their evolutions, the relationship between the state change and (classical) parameter time would become more illustrative. In this case we might ask whether the quantum-mechanical state change is local on the (clas sical) time axis. The state change could formally be de scribed completely by a two-time correlation function, which refers to two points on the time axis. But this is not enough, because these correlations can be regarded, from their non-classical aspects, not as fingerprint of consistent histories [1] related to the temporal locality [2] , We will show this for a composite quantum system ("quantum network" [3] ) with a quantum Turing archi tecture (see Fig. 1 
) [4, 5], utilizing structure of its inter nal correlations which emerge from a sequence of mod ular unitary transformations
1° this way we can build a net of these correlations. By identifying the classical subsystem indices with the discrete "time", we will implement a dynamics for which the operator U2fl generates at the time 2/1 the correlation between a certain reference subsystem S and the subsystem /i. Then the state of S at the time 2/j, can be stored in the subsystem /i ("memory spins") by means of the respec tive correlation, e.g. K^,ß) = (ö^S) ® ö^) , generated by The quantum network to be considered here will be composed of M + 1 physically different j = 1/2-spins v= S , 1 , 2 ( h e r e M = 4). The respective spin states are |p(v)), p = -1,1. The corresponding product basis is | p(S) g(l) r(2) s(3) f(4)). We can describe the total spin dynamics by using the S£/(2)-algebra and cluster operators
where 6j,j = x, y, z are the Pauli matrices. Let the ini tial network state be |i^(0)) = | -1 (5)) | -1 (1)) | -1 (2)) | -1 (3)) | -1 (4)). In the first step we apply the local trans formation f /(5)(a ) = exp j -a o f } j with a phase a, and in the second step we excecute the CNOT-operation on (5, 1) in order to generate the quantum correlation (= entanglement) between S and p (only if p(S) = -1, the spin p will flip). We thus get the strict anticorrelation between S and p, K^'l) = -1. In the third step we again apply the local rotation U(S) (a) on S, which follows the CNOT on (S, 2). In this way the spins p = 1, 2, 3, 4 will "keep", as memories, the states of S at the correspond ing steps. Finally, we have at the 8th step k £ ' 2) = Kji£3) = k £ A) = cos a, K g A) = (cos a)3. This violation shows explicitly that the quantum me chanical state change U(t) (before measurements) is, in general, temporally non-local and we therefore cannot expect consistent histories for a quantum-mechanical system under unitary evolution. We thank J. Gemmer, A. Otte, M. Stollsteimer, F. Tonner, and T. Wahl for fruitful discussions.
